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USE SEPARATE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

SECTION -A
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) This question is on "Fire and Explosion Hazards" -

.(i) What is UFL? How can you calculate the UFL of a mixture?

(ii) How are fires classified?

(iii) Briefly explain detonation,.deflagration and TNT.

(b) Write a brief essay on PARTICULATE REMOVAL.

(c) What do you uilderstand by IIEconomic assessment of Base-Case Design"-explain.

(6)

(5)

(10)

(7)

(7)

(17)

2. (a) A continuous evaporator is operated with a given feed material under conditions in

which the concentration of the product remains constant. The feed rate at the start of the

cycle after the tubes have been cleaned has been found to be 6000 kg/hr. After 4~/};purs
of continuous operation, tests have shown that the feed rate decreases to 3000&v;rrrhe

reduction in capacity is due to true scale formation. If the downtime per cycle for

emptying, cleaning, and recharging is 6.5 hours, how long should the evaporator be

operated between cleanings in order to obtain the maximum amount of product per 60

days.

(b) A solvent extraction operation is carried out continuously in a plate column with

gravity flow. The unit is operated continuously. The feed, rate of 45. 1113/daymust be

handled 310 day/year. The allowable velocity per square meter of cross-sectional tower

area is 12.6 m3 of combined solvent and charge per hour. The annual fixed, costs for the

. installed equipment can be predicted from the following equation-

CF = 8700FsJ - 50,500Fsj + 105,000 $ / yr

where Fsf is the cubic meters of solvent per cubic meter of feed. Operating and other

variable costs depend on the amount of solvent that must be recovered, and the costs are

$ 1.38 for each cubic meter of solvent passing through the tower. What tower diameter

should be used for optir~;lUmconditions of minimum total cost per year? (18)

3. (a) Make a study estimate of the fixe,d capital investment for a process plant if the

purchased-equipment cost is Taka 1.65 crore. Use the ranges of process-plant component

cost outlined in given Table with very low degree of automatic controls, no yard

improvements and an average service facilities. Moreover, the engineering and

supervision costs are known to be on the high side and the company policy is that the

contingency should be 12% ofFCr. (15)

Contd P/2
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(b) If the above chemical process plant is erected in the Pacific Coast area for a fixed-

capital investment as calculated in 3(a) in 1990, estimate the fixed-capital investment in

2000 fora similar process plant located in the Gulf area with two times the process

capacity but with an equal number of process units. Use the power factor method (direct

+ indirect plant cost) to evaluate the new fixed - capital investment, and assume the

factors given in supplied Tables apply.

(c) Using a suitable example explain how the following 2 methods of estimating Capital

Investment of chemical process plants work-'

(i) Method F: Investment Cost per Unit of Capacity

(ii) Method G: Turnover Ratio

4. A P & ID of a waste kerosene refinery plant i$ shown in figure for Q NO.4. The refinery

will recover kerosene from the waste kerosene solvent returned from auto engine

repairers. The main plant items include a distillation column H3, gas fired hot oil furnace

~1, product reboiler H2, condenser Cl and associated pumps, controls and piping. The

~ontaminatedwaste kerosene is fed to H3.

The closed hot oil system uses a heating fluid, which is heated in HI by a natural gas

burner and circulated.through H2 by pump Pl. The waste kerosene is boiled in H2 (shell

and tube heat exchanger).

Temperature indicator and controller TIC on H3 controls the piped natural gas feed valve

V1 to the burner in HI, to maintain the set temperature in H3. The residues in H3 are

maintained at the required level by the pump P3 and valve V12which is controlled by the

level indicator and controller LIC.
Carry out HAZOP studies around the hot oil furnace HI, and reboiler H2 with a target to

safeguard the system from building up of high pressure and temperature.

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) Universal Power Ltd needs to design a heat transfer equipment for cooling one of the .

product 40° API oil which comes from,distillation column at 300°F. Their production

capacity is 3.2 x 105 lblday based on eight hour of operation time per day. You need to

cool the product stream to 100°F by using cooling water of 85°F, pumping at a rate of

2 x 105'lb/hr. Pressure drop allowance is 10 psi for both stream and dirt factor of each

stream is 0.002.
Contd P/3
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You may assume a 2-4 shell and tube heat exchanger and can assume overall heat

transfer coefficient from the range for organic-water system of 80-l20 Btu/hr.ft2.oF.

Table and Graph for required data is attached; assume suitable valuys if you need

additional data. Material of construction for carbon steel is $30 per square feet for shell

and tube heat exchanger.

Shell side: 25% vertic~lly cut baffle, Baffle spacing 8 inch.

Tube side: X inch OD, 16 BWG, 16 ft long, 1 inch. square pitch

Physical properties for oil at average temperature,

Viscosity = 2.58 lb/ft.hr

Thermal conductivity = 0.085 Btu/hr.ft.oF

Specific heat capacity = 0.58 Btu/lb.oF

Physical properties for water at average temperature,

Viscosity = 1.57 lb/ft.hr
Thermal conductivity = 0.078 Btu/hr.ft.oF

Specific heat capacity = 1 Btu/lb. OF

(a) Decide the tube and shell side fluids and explain the reason of your decision. (3)

(b) Find the required surface area, number of tubes and shell ID. (10)

(c) Check if the velocity of tube side flow is in the acceptable range or not? (5)

(d) Check the heat exchanger is suitable for this use or not? (12)

(e) Calculate the % of overdesign. What is the loss due to overdesign? Is it acceptable? (5)

6. (a) What are the factors you should consider during the selection of a pump? (5)

(b) Which pump do you recommend (5)

(i) If you need to handle a fluid of operating pressure larger than 50 MPa.

(ii) If the fluid is highly viscous.

(c) A reciprocating compressor is used to compress 0.85 m3/s bf25°C methane gas from

100 to 6000 kPa. (25)

Assume that over the entire temperature range of compression, it has constant Heat

capacity = 2430 J/(kg.K)
,I

Cp/Cv = 1.31

(i) How many stages of compression should be used?

(ii) What is the power requirement if the compressor exhibits an efficiency of80%?

(iii) What is the exit temperature if a single-stage compressor is used?

(iv) If the temperature of the cooling water only increases by 15°C, how much water

is required for intercoolers and aftercooler to ensure that the compressed gas from

each stage after cooling is again returned to 25°C.

Contd P/4
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7. (a) A heat exchanger is used to cool lubricating oil of 180°F with a flow rate of 40,000

lb/hr by using water entering at 77°F. Water is pumped at a rate of 56,000 Ib/hr.Overall

heat transfer coefficient is 110 Btu/hr.ft2.oF and total surface area is 1200 ft2• (15)

Heat capacity of oil = 0.62 Btu/lb.oF

Heat capacity of water = 1 Btu/lb. OF

(i) Find the exit temperature of both stream

(ii) What is the effectiveness of the heat exchanger and NTU for cold stream?

(iii) Find LMTD and correction factor.

(b) A mixture of propane/propylene is to be separated for high purity propylene product.

Write down the possible options of separation processes for this mixture. Key properties

of Propane and propylene are attached in Table for Q. No. 7(b). (11)

(c) Why do you think diametecevaluation for columns with random packing is different

from that of columns with trays? (9)

8. You are asked to design a packed column for the following distillation process. (35)

The distillation column is with a partial reboiler and a total condenser arid will be used to

separate a mixture of benzene, tolune and cumene. The feed will be 40 mole% benzene,

30 mole% toluene and 30 mole% cumene and will be supplied as saturated vapor at the

rate of 100 kg moles/hour. It is desired to recover 95% of the toluene in the distillate and

95% of the cumene in the bottoms. The distillation will be carried out at 1 atm. A reflux

ratio of 2 will be maintained. Equilibrium can be represented as constant relative

volatilities. Choosing toluene as the reference component, aBI = 2.25 and acT = 0.2l.

You are supplied with 25 mm plastic pall rings having void fraction 0.9, surface area per

volume, ap = 267 and approximate HETP 0.4-0.5. Calculate the required packing height

and diameter of the column. (Hint: use shortcut method to determine the equilibrium

number of stages and a pressure drop of 500 Palm for the attached figure).
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Typical percentages of fixed-capital investment values for
direct and indirect cost segments for multipurpose plants
or large additions to existing facilities

1987 814 830 4406 956 410 1121.5 324 hn ~1988 852 859.3 4519 980 421 1164.5 343
1989 895 905.6 4615 1001 430 1195.9 355
1990 915.1 929.3 4732 1026 441 1225.7 357.6

~(b)1991 930.6 949.9 4835 1049 450 1252.9 361.3
1992 943.1 957.9 4985 1081 464 1277.3 358.2
1993 964.2 971.4 5210 1130 485 1310.8 359.2
1994 993.4 992.8 5408 1173 504 1349.7 368.1
1995 1027.5 1029.0 5471 1187 509 1392.1 381.1
1996 1039.1 1048.5 5620 1219 523 141&.9 381.7
1997 1056.8 1063.7 5825 1264 542 1449.2 386.5
1998 1061.9 1077.1 5920 1284 551 1477.6 389.5
1999 1068.3 1081.9 6060 1315 564 1497.2 390.6
2000 1089.0 1097.7 6221 1350 579 1542.7 394.1
2001 1093.9 1106.9 6342 1376 591 1579.7 394.3
2002 1102.5: 1116,9: 6490~ 1408~ 604i 1599.2i 390.4U

'All costs presented ill this text and in the McGraw-Hill website are based on this value for January 2002, obtained from the Chemicai
Engineering index unless otherwise indicated. The website provides the corresponding mathematical cost relationships for all the graph-
ical cost data presented in the text.
*Projected.
'Calculated with revised index; see Chem. ~ng., 109: 62 (2002).

~.

'.'3 etA)

4-20
4-17
1-3
2-6
5-15

15-40
6-14
2-12
4-17
2-10
2-18
2-5
8-30
1-2

.: .
.-:.~.;" ,',"'

Indirect costs
Engineering and supervision
Construction expenses
Legal expenses
Contractor's fee
Contingency

'9iinpm~ry;;<:<:';,," ..
Direct costs

Purchased equipment
Purchased-equipment installation
Instrumentation and controls (installed)
Piping (installed)
Electrical systems (installed)
Buildings (including services)
Yard improvements
Service facilities (installed)
Land

"- •••" " '. - ~ . ,.•)1••".,., ••..,-.

.. n. Relative labor rate and productivity indexes in chemical and allied products
industries for the United States (1999)t

New England
Middle Atlantic
South Atlantic
Midwest
Gulf
Southwest
Mountain
Pacific Coast

1.14
1.06
0.84
1.03
095
0.88
0.88
1.22

0.95
0.96
0.91
1".06
1.22
1.04
0.97
0.89

'Adapted from J. M. Winton, Chern. Week, 121(24): 49 (1977), and updated with data from M. Kiley, ed.,
National Construction Estimator, 37th ed., Craftsman Book Company of Anlerica, Carlsbad, CA, 1989. Produc-
tivity, as considered here. is an economic term that gives the value added (products minus raw materials) per dol-
lar of total payroll cost. Relative values were detennined by taking the average of Kiley's weighted state values
in each region divided by the weighted-average value of all the regions. See also Tables 6.14 and 6.15.
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TABLE '9. TunE-sa$]!:: LA'1'OtJ'l'8 (T(mE CoUNTS)
Squ lore Pitch

% in. OD tubes on 1.in. square pit-eh
lin. OD tubes OIl lU-m. square piteh

,. ,

APPENDIX OF C tLCVLA..1'lON D.ATA 848 .

0.493
0.403
0.829' .
0.258
O.ISO

0.965
0.8840.817
0.7'2'1
0.647
0.671
0.520
0,469
0.401

Weight
per lin ft,
Ib steel . '.'.j .•••••••• "'." .' •.i!'\'."" ••".-c••.....",~\,,"--j,~4)tL ...., .._~------~... _ ..•..... _- _:~ - - --_.~

0.07480.0874
0.00690.1052
0.1125

0.1263
0.1835
0.1393
0.1466
0.1529
0.1587
0.1623
0.1660
0.1707

0.1809

0.1968

( .•0625H.0876
0.1076(..127
,1,.14-5

11.182
fr.2()4
{i;223
{1.247
'1.268
".289
".302
/1.314
".884

Surface peT. lin f.t, Ct~FJ)W &rea.
11'1' tube,
. . " I _ ._

m. " 9.p.m~~ r..>.
•.... '''C' .•~ :. . .' •- _.

In, in.

(J.282
0.8840.3700.402O.~O
'O.48Z
0.510
0.532
0.~60
0.584
0.606
0.620
0.6340.652

==~~~~~-r~~
• - "- 1 •••••• - ••••••• _'~1~"~ ._:;~ __

12 0.109
14 0.088
16 0.065
18 0.049
20 0.035

10 0.184-
11 0.120
12' 0.109
13 0.095
14 0.083
15 0,072
16 . 0.065
17 0.058
18 O.-o4fj

.u.

WtlUTube' G •.l.:~'_••OD • . .BW lrU,IUII;
. J lll. ness, in.

;.•. ' .,

-. -'-. ....~""E-' •••., •.•.•.•. 'I"!"'!"'"

Ret' !jP.
Flo. 26. 1\Ibwicle frlc.tion taCltQr$. (SI;Jlu1clTd. "I TllbwlU' E~ },(4nufal)/llr~, .Ae~ociation.24..a .•N_ YCl"~. :19-10.)
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If "' "- 1"-! 'J •..... """- ~ "\

.- 'r-'~ K~ ,I

"- '\,! I I

JO-! 1

(lJ,fL!VMv) {/IVI(P~, - pv)Jlf2

where

G •••VM "/ It •• supc.rficial gas mass flux, kg/(s. m:l) l.-'•• liquid flow rote, kg mQlls
Fp=packlng factor. dbneosiolllicss: see iusert A ••• eolt1mll:~~ectional Mea. til 2
P-i. = liquid \'ilil::osil)', Pa.s Mv= mO[(X;IJ1I1r'weight of vapor, kglkg mol

. Pi' '" g1l8 demit)', kglm
3

MJ••• mo!«lJ:l.lI' weight of liquid, kglkg mol
Pl. =- liquid dellSit},; kgfm" V = gas flow rate, .ks molts

. .
Flooding and pre$surc drop C()rretatiori~for packed eolutrms. (From R.e.Ttc)'bal,
Mass Transport Operations, 3d ed., McGraw.Hill, New York, 1980, p, 195 wilh
permission of McGraw-Hill) -.

Table for Question no: 7(b)

Molecular weight, kglkg mol
'Normal melting point, K
Nonnal boiling point, K
Critical temperature, K
Critical pressure, kPa
Dipole moment, debyes ,
Van derWaalls volume, m3/kg mol
Van def WaUl's area, m2/kg mol x 10-8
Acentric factor

44.096
85.5

231.1
369.8

4250
0.0

.0.03757
5.59
0;152

42.081
87.9

225.4
364.8

4610
0.4
0.03408
5.060
0.142

I''.

J 0
. ~i' ,.".

:"..
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L-4/T-I B. Sc. Engineering Examinations 2011-2012

Sub: eRE 491 (Natural Gas Engineering)

Full Marks: 210 Time ,: 3 Hours
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

USE SEPARATE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

SECTION-A
There m:eFOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Explain organic theory of origin of petroleum.

(b) What are the impurities found in natural gas? Explain with examples.

(c) Write down the physical properties of natural gas.

(d) A gas reservoir has the following composition.

mole frac Molwt

CO2 0.02 44.1

N2 0.01 28.02

CI 0.85 ,16.04

C2 0.04 30.1

C3 0.03 44.1

i- C4 0.03 58.1

n-C4 0.02 58.1

Initial reservoir P and Tare 3000 psia and 180°F respectively. Assuming Teal gas

behavior, calculate the density of the gas phase under the initial reservoir conditions.

Compare the result with that of ideal gas behavior. Comment on your result.

2. (a) Draw P-T diagrams of a single component and a mu1ti~omponent system. Explain the

main features of the diagrams.

(b) Explain the dissimilarities among the P-V diagrams of single component, two

component and multicomponent systems.

(c) What are different types of petroleum reservoirs? What do they produce at sur~ace

condition?

(d) Explain isothermal compressibility of natural gas?

3. (a) What are the problems encountered with natural gas with high water content?

(b) What are the methods available for calculation of water content of natural gas? Draw

phase equilibrium diagram for a gas water hydrate system.

(c) What is the most widely used dehydration process? Explain with process diagram.

(d) What do you know about gas hydrates?

Contd P/2
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(5)

(5)

(20)

(10)

(15)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5+5)

(15)

(5)
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4. (a) Write sho~ notes on

- performance coefficient

(5x2)

- n ..

(b) Explain isochronal test with diagrams. (l0)
(c) An isochronal test was conducted on a well located ina reservoir that had an average

pressure of 1952 psia. The well was flowed on four choke sizes and the fl?w rate and

. flowing bottom hole pressure were measured at 3hr and 6 hr for each choke size. An

extended test was conducted for a period of 72 hr at a rate of 6 MMSCFD. at which time

Pwtwas measured at 1151 psia. Using the preceding data find the following (15)

(i) stabilized deliverability equation

(ii) AOF

Data:

(Mscfd)

2600

3300

5000

6300

t=3hr

Pwf(psia)

1793

1757

1623

1505

t =6hr

Pwf(psia)

1761

1657

1510

1320

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) What is horizontal separator? Draw a neat sketch of horizontal separator and label it.

(3+4+3=10)

(5)

Write down its advantages and disadvantages;
.

(b) What are the minimum physical size requirement in design of a

(i) Vertical Separator.

(ii) Horizontal Separator.

(c) What are the minimum functional requirement of a well designed separator? (6)
(d) A separator. to be operated at 1,000 psia, is required to handle a well stream with gas

flow rate of 7 MMscfd at a GLR = 40 bbl/MMscf. Determine the separator size required

b (l~

(i) A Vertical Separator

(ii) A Horizontal Separator

(iii) A Spherical Separator.

Assume a liquid (oil + water) density of 52 Ibm/:ft3, ideal gas gravity = 0.75, an operating

temperature equal to 110°F. a retention time = 3.5 min and ~ full of liquid condition~

Contd P13
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7. (a) (i) What is NOL? What are the usages ofNOL? (ii) Explain Joule-Thomson process

ofNOL extraction.

(b) Describe Amine Process of sweetening of natural gas with a simplified diagram.

(c) Describe the "Impingement" method of gas cleaning.

8. (a) Describe t~e modes of natural gas transportation. What are the advantages and

disadvantages of each modes.

(b) Write down the name of the companies under "Petrobangla", indicating their role.

(c) Write down the name of the producing gas fields in Bangladesh, along with their

operating companies.

(d) What is the "3P" natural gas reserve in Bangladesh? Include producing, Non-

producing and production suspended fields.

(4+8=12),

(15)

(8)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(5)
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CHE 491: Natural Gas Engineering

Symbols represent their usual meaning

Gas capacity (MMscfd) of a separator at standard conditi?n

2 ( . )0.52.40D Kp Pi - Pg
Z(T+460)p~.5

K values for separators
Vertical separator, K= 0.167 with mist extractor
Horizontal Separator, K= 0.382 with mist extractor
Spherical Separator, K = 0.35 with mist extractor

Liquid Capacity

~. = 0.1399 D2 h ; For vertical separators

~. =O.1399D2 (1i); For horizontal single-tube se~arators
V,.= 0.1399D2 L; For horizontal double-tube separators

~. =.o.0466D3 (%ts ; For spherical separators

For flow in horizontal pipes

(P12 _ pni% 05
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temperature inversions. ,,
(c) Is morning walk in winter (before 'sun-rise) good for health? - Justify your answer.

section.

4. (a) What are the chief advantages and disadvantages of thermal oxidation, Catalytic

oxidation and GAC adsorption process to remove VOCs from industrial emission stream?

-State briefly.

(b) How will you pre-treat the VOCs emission stream before passing it through thermal

oxidizer, catalytic oxidizer and GAC bed? - Describe briefly.

[Note: Figures are provided]

Contd P/2

3. (a) What is iso-kinetic sampling for stack particulate measurement? Why is iso-kinetic

sampling so important for stack particulate? - Explain.

(b) Describe iso-kinetic sampling procedure for stack particulates step by step.

(c) You are given a task to' measure the particulate concentration of a stack emission. The

stack is circular and vertical. The internal diameter of the stack is 1'. The only straight

section available of the stack is 5' between the flue gas entry and exit. The flow inside the

stack is unsteady. Sketch the stack with dimensions and find the location for sampling

point and also find the number of traverses for this case and show them on the stack cross

~~'

(5". o~. f~,"

SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

2. (a) How is the air quality of an area affected by atmospheric stability? - Explain the

phenomena in terms of temperature gradient and mixing height.

(b) Show the plume nature in atmosphere along with different atmospheric stability and

1. (a) How will you consider the ambient atmosphere to be polluted? What are the general

types of particulate pollutants in atmosphere? - Describe their respective physical state,

sources, and transportation behavior in atmosphere.

(b) Classify ambient air pollutants according to USEP A and describe briefly each class

type with examples.

(c) Enumerate the atmospheric sources of atmospheric SOx, NOx, 03 and Pb. What are '

the common and detrimental effects of these pollutants to human health and welfare.
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(8)

(7)

(7+3=10)

(12+3=15)

(5x2=10)

Why will the actual volume be always greater than the theoretical Equalization tank?

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

(b) What are the factors influence coagulation? Write the values of Relative "Coagulation

Power" of following Electrolytes.

(c) Write a short notes on:

Hydroxide Precipitation, Sulfide Precipitation

5. (a) What are "Flow Equalization" and "Neutralization" in wastewater treatment systeQ1?

Contd ... Q. No.4

(c) (i) How can you reduce thermal NOx and fuel NOx from combustion system? -State

briefly.

(ii) How will you remove acid gases and black carbon from emission stream in coal fired

power plant? - Describe the process with schematic diagram.

CHE 485

6. (a) What is Grid Chamber? Describe its basic operating principle.

(b) Describe Anaerobic Reactor Design and sizing in context of biological treatment

option.

(c) What is Hazardous waste? What are the characteristics of Hazardous waste?

(d) What are the types of Hazardous waste according to US EPA. Describe them.

(7)

(10)

(8)

(10)

. ,
I

"
i' .

7. (a) Prepare a Table for classifying the general characteristics of Textile Effluents from

different process involved in textile industry.

(b) What are the values of following parameters in Textile and Tannery wastewater

according to ECR '97? Oif ~ G1rt~~/ pH / CoD/' 'BoDs~.IDS-"
(c) Write a short notes on Tannery industries in Bangladesh. Describe the wastewater

treatment process of Tannery industry in Bangladesh.

8. (a) Prepare a comparison table for different pulp producing technologies.

(b) Describe the wastewater treatment process for recycle paper industry in Bangladesh.

(c) How will you manage the solid waste generated from the ETP of recycle paper

industry in Bangladesh?

(5)

(8)

(22)' ~.-!

(10)

(12)

(13)
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SECTION -A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

. Symbols have their usual meanings.

l.(a) What do you understand by the stability ofa system? Write down the Routh stability

criterion and the Bode stability criterion? What are the advantages of the Bode stability

criterion over the Routh stability criterion?

(b) State five criteria for selecting a sensor.

(c) If a system having a first-order transfer function with gain K and time constant 't is

forced with a sinusoidal input signal x(t) = A sin(mt), find the output response of the

system. Given, Laplace transform of sin(lVt) is m /(S2 +oi):

2. (a) Derive a closed loop transfer function for disturbance changes, i.e., Y(s)/ D(s) for

the closed-loop system shown in fig. Q. 2.

D

1'''P :-1 Km ~LEr 1<r-""- pL______ .
.---_ ,.•.~

. . Ym .------.t .K.m I"

L._.__.....J

Figure Q.2: Closed loop system for Q.2(a)

(b) Write down the characteristic equation from part (a) and substitute the following

transfer functions. What values ofKc will result in a stable closed-loop system?

. 5 4 1G\(s)=- G2(s)=- Km =1 G3(s)=-s+ 1 2s+1 s-1

.(c) What is a Nyquist diagram? Describe the concept of gain margin and phase margin

using tPis diagram.

Contd P/2

(3+6+4)

(5)

(17)

(14)

. (15)

(6)
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(16)

(14)
(5)

(15)
(10)

(5+5)
,.~~'

4. (a) Describe the 'Internal Model Control' method of designing a controller.

(b) Describe two methods for on-line tuning ofPID controllers.
(c) Describe the combined feedback-feedforward control strategy for controlling the

level of a boiler drum. Express such a control system using a block diagram.

3. (a) Mathematically show that a purely integrating process, with Gp(s)=Kp/s. and
Gd(s)=Kd/(2s+ 1), does not require an integral action in the controller for rejecting a step-
type disturbance, while a purely integrating disturbance transfer function, with
Gd(s)=KJ/s and Gp(s) = Kp/(2s+1), does require an integral action for rejection of step-

type disturbances.
(b) Describe the fraction-incomplete method of estimating First Order Plus Time Delay

(FOPTD) model from step test data.

(c) State five performance criteria of a closed-loop system.

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answe! any THREE.

5. (a) A distillation column shown in Fig. 5(a) is used to. separate a binary mixture.
Symbols x, y, and z denote mole fractions of the more volatile component, while B, D,
R, and F represent molar flow rates. It is desired to control distillate composition y
despite disturbances in feed flow rate F and feed composition z. All the flow rates can
be measured and manipulate with the exception of F, which can only be measured.

Composition analyzers provide measurements ofy, and z.
(i) Propose a feedback control method and draw the P&I (Process and

Instruments) diagram. (12)
(ii) Suggest a feedforward control method and draw the P&I diagram. (15)

[Note: In the P&I diagrams show the measuring elements, transmitters, controllers,

control valves, etc.]

F:z:
I

.D,~t~tun
C0~\Amn
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(b) With appropriate examples describe what is known as "inverse response" in process

control. Derive the necessary condition for inverse response for two first order processes

acting parallelly. (8)

6. (a) Why do we use Laplace Transform for analyzing process control systems? Elaborate

on your answer. (10)

(b) Derive the Laplace transform of unitlmpulse function. (6)
(c) Liquid flow out ofa spherical tank discharging through a valve can be modeled as:'

d(h3) .
Pv = per -C .Jhdt I v

where the symbols have their usual meanings.

(i) Develop a transfer function relating the liquid level to the volumetric flow of

liquid into the tank.

(ii) Convert the above transfer function into state-space model.

7. (a) "Dynamic process models are very useful for process control analysis" - elaborate

on it by showing the importance of dynamic models' for analysis, design and optilllizing

control systems.

(b) Describe the steps that are normally followed to develop the theoretical models for:

process control purpose.

(c) A process is modeled by:

2dYJ-=-2YJ-3Y2 +2u]dt .

dy .
_2 =4YI -6Y2 +U]+4u2dt

Draw the block diagram of the process after converting the above model into transfer

function.

(15)

(4)

(12)

(11)

(12)

8. (a) Discuss, with appropriate examples how we can predict the response of a system

from t,he locations of the poles and zeros on the s-plane. (8)
(b) Describe the Skogestad's method for approximating higher-order models with lower-

order models for process control purposes. Give appropriate examples. (8)

(c) Discuss ~he relative advantages and disadvantages of P, PI, and PID controllers. (6)

(d) Discuss the different modifications that are used on the basic digital PID control

algorithm. (13)



'1

(6)
(6)
(6)

(12)

(17)

(10)

+

SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

2. (a) Discuss the fundamental concepts used in chemical reactor design.

(b) Distinguish between plug flow and stirred tank reactors. What assumptions have you

made in the derivati0!1? What are the limitations of the assumptions made? Derive the

equations for a plug flow reactor.
(c) Some investigators have studied the Diebs-Alder reaction of benzoquinone (B) and

cyc10pentacdiene (C) at 40°C.

1. (a) Explain the term - Adsorption isotherm. How adsorption isotherms are being used in

the physical characterization of heterogeneous catalysis.

(b) Explain the term "Poisoning and Deactivation of heterogeneous catalysts" .

(c) Discuss the Langmuir assumptions and point out their limitations.

(d) Develop expressions for the average pore radius (r), the average pore length (L ), and

the number of pores per particle (np) in terms of parameters that can be measured in the

laboratory [i.e., the apparent particle dimensions, the void volume per gram (Vg), and the

surface area per gram (Sg) considering cylindrical pores without interconnection.
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Volume changes on reaction may be neglected. At 40°C the reaction rate constant is

equal to 9.92 x 10-'3m3/kmole.sec. If one employs a well-stirred isothermal batch reactor

to carry out this reaction, determine the holding time necessary to achieve 95%

conversion of the limiting reagent using initial concentrations of 0.1 and 0.08 kmole/m3

for cyclopentadiene and benzoquinone, respectively. (13)

""

•
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3. (a) Derive an expression for the concentration of the reactant in the effluent from a series

ofN equal sized CSTR for first order reaction.

(b) Show that for the same overall conversion, the total volume of a cascade of equalized

CSTR's approach the volume of plug flow reactor as the number of reactors is increased.

Assume first order reaction.

(c) Some investigators have studied the reaction of chlorine (A) with 2-ethylhexene-l (B)

in carbon tetrachloride solution. Solutions of these materials were prepared and brought

together in a mixing chamber at the inlet to a tabular flow reactor. The following data

were reported at 40°C. The initial concentrations refer to values calculated on the basis

of perfect mixing.

Run CAO(moles/mJ
) CBO(mole/mJ

) CA (moles/mJ
) 't (sec)

at exit

1 91 209 23 0.600

2 91 209 32 0.376

3 91 209 45 0.284

4 110 211 34 0.525

5 110 211 46 0.324

6 110 211 59 0.232

It has been suggested that the rate expression, r = kCACB' Graphically determine if this

expression is consistent with the above data. if so, what is the reaction rate constant?

4. (a) Distinguish between intrinSIc and global reaction rates. Discuss the steps that are

involved in an iterative trial and error procedure employed to determine the global rate of

a heterogeneous catalytic reaction.

(b) What is the set of information necessary to start reactor design?

(c) Write short note on the followings:

(i) Knudsen diffusion and Combined diffusivity

(ii) Effectiveness factor and Effective diffusivity

(iii) One-Dimensional and Two-Dimensional Pseudo Homogeneous Model of fixed

Bed Reactors.

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

(8)

(8)

(19)

(18)

(5)

(12)

..
-.,l .~, .....
'"'-.

>.

(10)

5. (a) Discuss briefly the parameter(s) used to represent reaction progress in opensequence

and chain reactions. (8)
(b) State the basic assumptions involved in the derivation of a rate expression from a

proposed reaction mechanism.

Contd P/3
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(c) Distinguish between the elementary and overall reactions considering each crucial

criterion.
(d) Houser and Lee have studied the pyrolysis of ethyl nitrate using a stirred flow reactor.

They have proposed the following mechanism for the reaction.

Initiation: C2Hs ON02 kI) C2HsO. + N02

Propagation: C2HsO. k2) CH3 . + CH20

CH3 . + C2HsON02 k3) CH3N02 + C2HsO.

Termination: 2 C2HsO. k4) CH3CHO + C2HsOH

What rate expression is consistent with this mechanism?

6. (a) What is the use and limitation of fractional life approach of reaction rate data

analysis? From the expression for first order reaction in constant volume system, derive

ln2
t) =-.

"2 k
(b) A reaction with very small conversion of limiting reagent (A) has the following

overall rate expression:

k1CAr=-----
l+k1k2CA

Describe the determination of kl and kz briefly choosing a suitable method from the

methods available for determing kinetic parameters.

(c) Name the variables which influence the rate of conversion in a reaction.

(d) Moelwyn-Hughes has tabulated the following values of the rate constant for the

reaction - NzOs ~ NZ04 + !Oz.
2

Temperature T (OK) k (sec-I)

288.1 1.04 x 10-5

298.1 3.38 x 10-5

313.1 2.47x 10-4

323.1 7.59 x 10-4

If the rate constant is of the form of k = Ae-E/RT, determine the parameters A and E.

7. (a) Consider the following consecutive first order reactions:

A k) B k2 C k3 D-~ ...•.) ) )

(i) When will the species B reach the maximum concentration? Derive the equation.

(ii) Draw the concentration profile for A, Band D provided that k2 = 2.25 kl and

Bo = 0.5 Ao' You are not required to use separate graph paper.
Contd P/4

(5)

(12)

(4+4)

(8)

(4)

(15)

,.,
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(15+5)
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Time, t (ksec) A (kmoles/n?)

0.0 0.181

21.6 0.131

32.4 0.119

86.4 0.0683
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(b) The reaction stoichiometry for a reactive system can be represented as:

A + B kl) C
94%

A + B k2) D
6%

Using equimolal concentrations of reactants A and B, the researchers obtained the

following data:

.1
. ~

It may be assumed that the rate expressions for reactions 1 and 2 are identical #t for

the values of the rate constants. Determine the rate constant kl and k2 provided that

reactions 1 and 2 are of first order with respect to reactant A and reactant B.

8. (a) Write down the fundamental rate equation in terms of concentration, order and rate

~", "-."
~ .\,\~:~:.:;, .

~.~~. ;;B;{~

(15)

. ,
""l,

."".'
,'1' ~ ~:

,..
.~.

constant for the following cases:

(i) Opposing second-order reactions

(ii) Irreversible first-order simple parallel reactions

(iii) Reversible first-order parallel reactions.

(b) List the parameters on which the reaction rate constant depends.

(c) What is the key difference between reaction order and molecularity?

(d) A coupled enzyme assay may be represented as

(4x3=12)

(5)

(5)

(13)

<
I.
",;

The first reaction is zero-order irreversible and the second reaction is first-order in B.

Determine the steady-state concentration of B when k1 = 0.833 mole/m3 -ksec and

k2 = 0.767 sec-I.
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SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Liquified gases are sometimes stored in well-insulated spherical containers vented to

the atmosphere. Develop an expression, by shell momentum balance, for the steady-state

heat transfer rate through the walls of such a container, with the radii of the inner and

outer walls being ro and rl respectively and the temperatures at the inner and outer walls

being To and T}. The thermal conductivity df the insulation varies linearly with

temperature from Ko at To to KI at TI (i.e., you may usethe expression:
,

(25)

K - Ko T - To 8 b' d' . 1 )--- = --- == (8 emg ImenSlOn ess
K j - Ko T1 - To '

Refer to Figure for Question 1.

(b) Given that, in the above problem, Qo = 4nrOrj (Ko + K j ) (T1 - To), estimate the
, 2 r1 - ro

rate of evaporation of liquid oxygen from a spherical container of 6 ft inside diameter
covered with a I-ft-thick annular evacuated jacket filled with particulate insulation. The

following information is available: (10)
-Temperature at inner surface of insulation: -183°C

-Temperature at outer surface of insulation: 0 °C

-Boiling point of 02: -183°C

-Heat of vaporization of 02: 1636 Cal/g-mol

-Thermal conductivity of insulation at 0 °C: 9.0 x 10-4 Btulhr.ft.oF

-Thermal conductivity of insulation at-183°C: 7.2 x 10-4 BtuIhr.ft.oP

Note: 1 Btulhr.ft.oF = 4.136 x 10-3 Calls.cm.K

2. Refer to figure for Question 2(a). A system with two concentric porous spherical shells of

radii kR and R is shown. The i~mer surface of the outer shell is at temperature T} and the

outer surface of the inner shell is at a lower temperature Tk. Dry air at temperature Tk is

blown outward radially from the inner shell into the intervening space and then through
the outer shell. Assume' 'steady laminar flow and low gas velocity. Under such

circumstances, the equation of motion has ~ery little significance.
(a) Simplify the equations of continuity and energy for this situation, clearly stating the

boundary conditions to be used in solving the equations. Take O)r as the radial mass flow rate.

Contd P/2
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(b) Use the equations to derive a second order differential equation.

(c) Given that,

(5)

(8)

M
--+CdTI = _e_k_R__

dr kR k2R2

.and C = (T} - Tk)M
M M'-- --

e R -e kR

derive an expression for the rate of heat removal by refrigeration.
(d) Refer to figure for Question 2(d). Liquid oxygen is stored in a spherical container
surrounded by a porous spherical shell with a thin gas space left between the two. The
opening of the porous shell (porous insulation) is stoppered. When in operation, the

evaporating oxygen leaves the container properly, moves to .the .gas space and flows

uniformly out of the porous insulation shell. Calculate the rate of heat gain from a tank 1
ft in diameter covered with a porous shell of insulation 6 inch thick with transpiration

under following condition: (12)

- Temperature of liquid 02 : - 297 OF

- Temperature of outer surface of insulation: 30 OF

- Effective thermal conductivity of insulation: 0.02 Btu/hr.ft.oF

- Heat of evaporation of oxygen: 91.7 Btu/lb,

-Average Cp of 02 flowing through insulation: 0.22 Btu/lb OF

. oorCp
where, M = -- ,

41tk

3. (a) Show that for turbulent flow (10)
t+Llt

2~t J (V .VV) dt = V. VV + V' . \lV'
t-Llt

(b) Find the time-smoothed velocity distribution for turbulent flow in a rectangular duct
of half-width b (in the y-direction) using the Prandtl mixing length relation. The duct is

assumed to be very wide in the x-direction so that V z = V z (y). The Prandtl mixing-

1 h .. (t) 12 dV z dV z h h .. 1 hi' . 1engt expreSSIOnIS 't yz = - p -- --, were t e mlxmg engt IS proportIOna
, dy dy ,

to the distance y from the solid surface. (25)

4. (a) Explain Reynold's Analogy and Colburn Analogy.

(b) Equation of Energy in terms of fluid temperature T is given by

'(20)
(is)

1\ DT (ap)pCy-=-(V.q)-T - 1\ (V.V)-('t:\lV)
Dt aT y

Contd .......•.. P/3
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Write simplified expressions of the above equation for

(i) An ideal gas

(ii) A fluid at constant pressure

(iii) A fluid with p independent ofT.

SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) In a gas absorption experiment a viscous fluid flows upward through a small circular

tube and then downward on the outside as shown in figure for Q. 5(a). Set up a

momentum balance overa shell of thickness L\rin the film,

(i) Determine the velocity distribution in the film.

(ii) Obtain an expression for the volume rate of flow in the film.

(b) (i) What is Hagen-Poiseulle law? Why is it important? Show that it is dimensionally

constant.

(ii) For annular flow, is the surface of zero momentum flux closer to the inner or the outer

wall? Why?

6. Determine the velocity and shear stress distributions for the tangential laminar flow of an

incompressible fluid between two vertical coaxial cylinders, .the outer one of which is

rotating with an angular velocity no.
(i) Determine the velocity distribution and shear stress distribution by using equation of

(15)

(10)'

(5)

(5)

continuity and equation of motion.

(ii) Determine the torque required to turn the outer shaft.

(13x2=26)

. (9)

7. (a) A semi-infinite body of liquid with constant p and /-l is bounded on one side by a flat

surface. Initially the fluid and the solid surface are at rest, but at time t = 0 the solid

surface is set in motion in the positive z-direction with a velocity V, as shown in Fig. for

Q. 7(a). Determine the velocity as a function of y and t.

(b) Show that:

(i) J A =NA - (fJA (NA + ~ ~ NB J

(") d . MAMBdxA
11 WA = 2
, (xAMA + xBMB)

Contd ..... ; .... P/4
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8. (a) Consider a porous catalyst particles in the shape of thin disks, such that the surface

area of the edge of the disk is small in comparison with that of the two circular faces.

(i) Obtain an expression for the concentration profile.

(ii) Determine the expression for the effectiveness factor.

(b) (i) How do forced and pressure diffusion differ?

(ii) What are the mass transfer analogs of the Grashof and Prandtl numbers?

(15)

(10)

(5)

(5)
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TABL~ 3.04-1
EQUATION OF CONTINUITY IN

COORDINATE SYSTEMS
SEVERAL

Rectangular coordinates (x, y, z):

."of.:.

iJp 0 a a '
0/ + ox (pVz) + Oy (PUll) + 0% (pus) = 0

Cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, z);

iJp 1 iJ J iJ iJ
at +; or (pru,) + r iJO (piJo) +a; (pus) = 0

Spherical coordinates (r, O.,p):

iJp 1 a 1 iJ '- + - - (pru ) + (' 0) I a01 r2 or •. ~ ao pUo SIO + -'-0 -(rIJ.J.) ...,Gr Sin at/> ••

(A)

f
;.

(B) ~
:j

(e)

. '''',
, .

TABLE ,3.4-2

THE EQUATION OF MOTION IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATES (x. y, z)

In tenns of 1::

:r:-component

«(4)

(8). '(CTtW n"". h.,,)- -+-+- +pg"axOy . az

(
OVs au, aus aus) iJp

z-component' p at + OJ'; ax + °11 Qy + v. ~ ••• - oz

(
a1':I'O 01'11. aT,,)

- -0' + ~ + -,,- +pC•.• C)x u1J uZ.

In terms' ofveiOcity gradients for a Newtonian fluid with constant p and iJ:

y-component

z-.a>mponent

.•...,...-"
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TAULE ).4.;,3

THE EQUATl~')N Of HemON IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES (r. e. z)
------'--._~ -------------------------
In terms of 't:

(J-componenl !>

z-compo1tent

(A)

(B)

(
1 a 1 aTo: OTu) .
; a, ('Tn) + ; -ao + at: .+ pg,

In terms of velocity gradients for a Newtonian fluid with constant p and p:

(

OlJr aVr V9 aVT iJ,;a aOr) ap
,-component" P at + Vr a; + -;ao- r + v. a; =- - ar

(C)

z-component (
au. iJv~

p _. +v-at r aT

+ Pg.

(E) ,

(F)

-----------_._-----------------------
•.The term pvo2fr is the centrifugal/oree. It gives the effective force in the r-d.irection

resulting from fluid motion in the O-direction. This term arises automatically on trans-
formation from rectangular to cylindrical coordinates; it does not have to be added on
physical grounds. Two problems in which this term arises are discussed in Examples 3.5-1
and 3.5-2 ..

b The term pv,vo/r is the Corio/is force. It is an effective force in the (J-direction when
there is flow in both the ,- and O-<iirections. This term also arises automi;lticaUy in lhe
coordinate transformation. The Coriolis force arises in the problem of flow near a rotating
disk (sec, for example, H. Schlichting, Boundary-Layer Theory, McGraw-Hill. New York
(1955), Chapter 5, ~,1O.

•



TABLE 3.4-4

THE EQUATION OF MOTION IN SPHERICAL COORDINATES (T. 8. ",)

In terms of '\ :

8-corr'P0nent

~compon~n;

TABLE 14-4 (contd.)

In terms of velocity gradients for a ~ewlonian fluid with constant p and p:

. (av, ail, v, av,. v~ av, vOl + v/)'
'.component p -;- + v, '7"-.+ - ~o + -.-. -0 -;- -

. "t . ,,' r.q r SIO "t> ,

(D)

8-component (au, au, v, av, v~ oU6 V,Us v/ cot 0)p -+v,-+ __ + + _
iU ar, 08. ' sin 8 a"" ,

(F)

( ov_ au, v, au, v, av, v_v, v,v, );-compor.ent p - + v, - + - - + -.- - + _ + _ cot t/
at ar r a8 r Sin 8 a", , ,

== - _.1_ iJp +p (~.E_ (r;~) + .!L (.J_ .2-.( I • 8») +.----!..- a:y,
rsan 9 iJ; r- ar a, rJ ,]8 sin ()a(} ' .•Sin. ,2 sin'8 aep l

2 av, 2 cos 0 ave)+---+-- +Pg
,2 sin 8 af> . ,2 sin2 8 atf> ~

•

~--~-'jO

(



COMPONENTS Of THE :TRESS TENSOR fOil. NEwtONIAN fLvlL-~

IN RECTAN.iULAR COORDINATES (.'t[. y.l)

[
all. 1

•.••- -p 2 a; - l(v . ,)j

[
all" ]

•."" •• -p 2 '"iii - l{v . IJ}

[
all. 1

•.•••• -p 2a; - l{v' IJ)J

[av. av,,]
"""•• ""••• -1' ay + 1Z"

[
av" all,]

"WI - "'I. - -p - + -az ay

[avo av.]
"'•• _ T •• - -p - +-b: all

all. all" all
(V. 0) - - + - + -!b: ay .ilI

TA,L£ 3.+-6

COMPONENTS OF THE STRESS TINSOR fOil. NEWTONIAN FLUIOS

IN CYUNDII.lCAL CooROINATES (r,8,1)

T"" -P[2~ -l<V'l1}]ii, .

[ (
1 ave II,) . 1

,.•••• _p 2 ; 16+ r -l(v' 0)J
r. ao. 1

Til •• -#lea; - I(v' Il)J

~
a (II.) 1 all,)

T •••• "'" •• -I' ,- - + - -a" , a6

[
illI' 1 all,]

Tel - -r •• - -p. - + - -al ,a6
r.ao, aD,]

. "1' •• T," •• -Pl"'a," + a;
1 a 'I allo avl

(v • ,) •• - - (rv,) + - - +-, a, . r a6 a:

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(A)

(8)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

. . .. . ~.'.' . ~ '....'

TAaLE ).4.-7
C< COMPONENTS Of THE sness TENSOR fOil. NEWTONIAN fLUIDS S

IN SPHERICAL COORDINATES (r,8,</I)

•." •• _p[2 ~; -lev '1')1
"oo" -1{2G~+;) - I(v' Il)]

l (1 all. .11, II,cot 9) - l<v' '>1
T~~"-P 2 ~-+-+-.•.•. ,sme a+' '

",,""or •• -~lr~(~)+ ~it;]
•.•••• ".," _p~8 ~(;:8)+ rs~,6~J
•.~ .. ,.,••. -P[,s:ne a:; +,~(~)]

1 a 1 a, 1 . av.
(V '0) •• _. - (rio,) + ~8 -;;"(o, S1l16) + ---,--;;.u, a, ,sm f1\I ,Sill" ••••

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(El

(F)

(G)

•
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TABLE ],4-8

THE FUNCTION -(~: VD) ••• 1'<1>. FOP. NEWTONIAN FLUIDS-

Rectangular

Cylindrical

Spherical

._'

(A)

. (B) .

[
sin 0 a ( v~) ..1' avo]'+--- +--. r ao sin 0 r sin 0 04>

[
1 aUr a (V~)J2+_-+r--

rsin 0 04> ar r

. 2[1 a 2 1 a. 1 av~]1
- 3 ;z a;. (r Vr) + r sin 0 ao (vo SIO 8) + rsin 8 at/>

(C)

•.•..

• These expressions are obtained by inserting the components of .• froin Tables
3.4-5,6,7 into the expression for ('t:V v) given in Appendix A. (See Tables A.7-1, 2,
and 3.) .

•
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TABLE 10.2-1

COMPONENTS OF THE ENERGY FLUX q.

Rectangular Cylindrical Spherical

I

aT aT aT

q = -k- . (A) 'I,•••-k- (D) '1,•••:-k- (G)

% ax a,. ar

aT taT 1 aT
q == -k- (B) qo =:i -k -- (E) '10 = -k -- (H)

, Oy r 08 r ae

aT aT 1 aT

q. = -k- (C) 'I.= -k-
(F) q. = -k-- (I)

at az _ r sin 6 a4;

r

TABLE 10.2-2
THE EQUATION OF ENERGY IN TE.RMS OF ENERGY AND MOMENTUM FLUXES

(~q. 10.1-19)

. '~'.

Rectangular coordinates:

Cylindrical coordinates:

. (aT aT vI) aT aT)
pC» at + v, a;= + r a6 + u. ~

(A)

(8)

Spherical coordinates:

(
aT aT l'l) aT u. aT) [1 a

pC. at + v, ar + -;:ao + r sin 6 a.p = - ~ a,(r
2

q,)

1 a. . 1 aq.] . (ap) (1 a
+ r sin 0 a8 ('10 Sin 0) + r sin 6 ~ ~ T . aT p ;:i ar (r

2

v,) .

. + ~8 aOe (v
o

sin 8) + ~ aaU;) - f "" au, + "00(: aVa + V,)
r SIR r SIO" '1' \ ar r a8 r

(
1 av•. v, vocot8)) t (aull 1 au, va)+ ., __ + _ + _ - "ro - + - - - -

•• r sin 8 a, r r ar r a8 r

+." (au. + ~au, _~) +" (: au. + --!..- aVe _ ~ v ))
r+\ or rsin8oq, r .. e. r a6 rsine 0' r •. (C)

Note: The terms contained in braces { } are associated with viscous dissipation
and may usually be neglected. except for systems with large velocity gradients.

•
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, TABLE 10.1-3

THE EQUATION OF ENERGY IN TERMS OF THE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
(for Newtonian fluids of constant pond k)

(Eq. -10. 1- 2.5 with viscous dlislpatlon terms Includ~d)

Rectangular coordinates: '

(
' aT aT aT iJT) [iJ2T iJ2T iJ2T]

pCp "'ii + Vz ax + Vv oy + v. a; = k ax? + iJy2 + iJz'

{ (
avz)1l (aVII)2 (OV,)2} { ( avz avlI)'2+2p - + - + - +}I - +-ax ay az iJy ax

(00111 01.1,)2 (aVII OV,)?}+-+-+-+-Ot. ax aziJy
(A)

/,::ylindrical coordinates: .

(
aT aT VB aT aT) [I a ( aT)pC - +1.1 - +--- +v - •••k - - r-

P at . r ar r ao • az r ar " ar
"~ .

. '~'.

, {(DOr\2 [~(DVB lJ', (av,)2} {(aVB !au,)?+2p ar ) + r ao + V7 _+ az +J.! " az +r ao
".

,,"'"..:~t.~,.~,:-:~l'~,.~~...~,;*,.',.,':r;"~)]Z}"
Spherical coordinates:

(aT aT VB aT v~ aT) [I a ( aT)
pCp 1; + Vr ar + -; ao + rsin 8 at/! = k ;z ar r

2
ar

(B)

I a (. aT) 1 a2TJ {(aVr)2+ ~ ao sm 8 ao + r2 sin28 a+2 + 2p a;

(
I aVB Vr)2 ( I av. Ur vB cot 8)2}+ -- +- + ---' +- +--r a8 ,r r sin 8 at/- r r "

1 aor]2 [ 1 aUr a (0.)J2+-- + ---- +r--r ao r sin 8 at/- ar r

'_---=f{~lT.8 .? (.!L) + _I" avB]')
. r a8 sin 8 r sin 8 a", , (C)

Note: The terms ~ontained in brace~{ } are associated with viscous dissipation
and may usualiy be neglected', except (or systems with large velocity gradients.

,,";-, .. ,

•
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L-4/T-1 B. Sc. Engineering Examinations 2011-2012

Sub: eRE 455(Mathematical Models in Chemical Engineering)

.Full Marks: 210 Time: 3 Hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

USE SEPARATE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

l2- .
1. (a) Benzene (1), toluene (2), styrene (3) and xylene (4) are to be sep~ated in the sequence of

distillation columns shown in Fig. Q. l(a). Determine molar flow rates of streams DJ, BJ, Dz

and Bz by solving material balance equation using Gauss-Seidel method.

(b) What are the steps to build process model?

(c) Write the names of Fundamental Laws used in process model 1First Principle Model

in chemical engineering problem.

..~_.

Contd P/2

2. A hot vapor stream containing 0.4 mole fraction ammonia and 0.6 mole fraction water is
to be enriched in a distillation column consisting of enriching section and total condenser.

The saturated vapor at 6.8 atm pressure (100 psia) is injected at a rate 100 moles/hour at
the bottom of the column. The liquid distillate product withdrawn from the total

condenser has a composition 0.9 mole fraction NH). Part of the distillate is returned as

reflux, so that 85% of the NH] charged must be recovered as distillate product.

(a) Write the material balance between Feed stage and the nth stage. Find mole fraction

NH] in liquid leaving Nth tray, XN and the required reflux ratio, R.

(b) Derive the finite difference equation for Xn from the material balance equation and

vapor-liquid equilibrium relationship [Hint: use expression of relative volatility, a).

(c) Rearrange the expression in part (b) to show that Riccati equation arises

XnXn+1 + AXn+1 + BXn + C = 0

'~1.)C.~krIe
R5( ~~re
lOt1O/f.,ene.
6l.of Benzene.
... F::. IOO'''rJ1oJjm/n

Fb'~.1. (c0'
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(20)

(15)

, :'

(5)
(10)

(20) "

I = is jacobian matrix

o = is the correction vector

f = is the vector function

SECTION -B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

where,

4. (a) Determine the root of equation using Newton's method.

15x3 -16i + 95x - 47 = 0

(b) Derive the Jacobian Matrix for N simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations for N

unknowns. Prove that

J 8 =-f.

3. (a) Write the recursive formula for y(tn+l) for the Trapezoid~l rule.

(b) Show that Trapezoidal method is always stable.

(c) Consider a reaction A ~ B carried out in a batch reactor. The differential equation for

species A is

dCA =-kC~
dt

The initial condition is at: t == 0, eA = 2 mol/m3• The rate constant of the reaction is Is-I.

Using the Runge-Kutta fourth order method determine the concentration of A at 3s. Use

step size = 0;5.

" .~.

5. (a) What are the essential features of optimization? Write down the general mathematical

fopnulation of an optimization problem.
>

(b)"A poster is to contain 300 cm2 of printed matter with margins of6 cm at the top and
"!:; :. .' ': .',

::pottomand 4 cm ateach side. Find the overall dimensions that minimize the total area of

the poster.

(c) Find the point on the curve f(x) == x2 - 1 nearest the origin. [Hint: Distance between

two points is given by ~(abscissa? + (80rdinate)2 ].

(d) Write down at least three major difficulties experienced in formulating optimization

problems.

6. (a) Write some names of the methods used for solving NLP problems. State relative

merits ofSLP, SQP and ORO algorithms.

(b) Solve the following problem via the Lagrange multiplier method:

Find the values of x}, X2 and co that
2. 2

Minimize: f(x) = x) + X2

subject to: hex) = 2x) + X2 -:- 2 = 0

(3+4)

.(12)

(10)

(6)

(3+7)
(13)

.....
'"'

Contd P/3
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(c) For the following reactor, the objective function is f(c, T) = (c - cr)2 + T2. The
c.onst1tt.'\ h t: T

objective function is subject to the eefisttlftt c = Co + e and also Co <K, where Cr is the set

point for the outlet concentration, a constant and K is also a constant. Develop the

Lagrangian function and first order necessary conditions for finding the minimum value

of the objective function. (You do not need to solve the problem).

Contd ... Q. No.6'

CHE455
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7. (a) A confectioner manufactures two kinds of candy bars: Ergies and Nergies. Ergies sell

at a profit of 50 rt per box, and Nergies have a profit of 60 rt per box. The candy is

. processed in three main operations: blending, cooking and packaging. The table below

records the average time in minutes required by each box of candy, for each of the three

activities.

Blending Cooking Packing

Ergies 1 5 3

Nergies 2 4 1

During each production run, the blending equipment is available for a maximum of 14

machine hours, the cooking equipment for at most 14 hours, and the packaging

equipment for at most 15 machine hours. If each machine can be allocated to the making

of either type of candy at all times that it is available for production, determine how many

boxes of each kind of candy the confectioner should make to realize the maximum profit

by simplex method.

(b) What are the basic steps of solution of LP problems by simplex method? Why do

linear constraints arise?

8. (a) Arefinery has available two crude oils that have the yields shown in the following

table. Because of equipment and storage limitations, production of gasoline, kerosene and

fuel oil must be limited as shown in table 8(a). There are no plant limitations on the

production of other products such as gas oils.

Contd P/4

(28)

(4+3)

(23)

~. ,
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(12)

XI + 2X2

-Xl + 3X2< 10

Volume percent yields Maximum allowable

Crude#l Crude#2 product rate (bbllday)

Gasoline 70 31 6,000

Kerosene 6 9 2,400

Fuel Oil 24 60 12,000

Maximize:

subject to:

(b) Prepare a graph of the constraints and objective function, and solve the following

linear programming problem.

The profit on processing crude#1 is $1/bbl and on crude#2 it is $0.7/bbl. Find the
r; " :,,'

approximate optimum daily feed rates of the two crudes. to this plant via a graphical

method.

CHE455
Contd ... Q. No. 8(a)

XI ~ 0;
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